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Learn about OncoSignal:
During the symposium the OncoSignal 
technology will be explained and results 
will be presented of a retrospective study 
in ER positive breast cancer, illustrating 
the potential of molecular pathway 
activity scores to improve the choice 
of an effective therapy for the 
individual patient with cancer.
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*For Research Use Only - not for use in diagnostic procedures.
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Personalized cancer treatment requires knowledge on active tumor driving signal 
transduction pathways to select the optimal effective treatment. OncoSignal is the 
first test which translates transcriptomic data from cancer samples into 
quantifiable signal transduction pathway activities as an aid in patient specific 
therapy choice.  

Based on mRNA analysis, OncoSignal enables simultaneous measurement of 
several tumor driving signal transduction pathway activities, and provides a 
quantitative activity score for each of these dynamic biomarkers to serve as an 
aid in therapy choice. OncoSignal tests can be performed on cell or tissue samples, 
either fresh frozen or formalin fixed paraffin embedded (FFPE), and can in principle 
be used for all types of cancer, including rare cancers. 

qPCR-based OncoSignal tests can be performed in a service lab setting, however 
the test will also become available for “in-house” testing using standard qPCR 
equipment to enable same-day sample analysis results. In addition, OncoSignal 
pathway analysis can also be performed on Affymetrix expression microarray and 
RNA sequencing data. 
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Ground breaking molecular phenotyping
interpretation of transcriptomic data in terms of possible 
actionable signal transduction pathway activities

For more information, please contact the OncoSignal team at oncosignal@philips.com
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